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Why do you like being a kid
in Crozet?
When representing buyers moving to Crozet, often, their kids are a

significant part of the move. I asked the RealCrozetVA facebook

community what their kids like about being a kid in Crozet.
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Matthew 
 Radio

Matthew Radio

2 YEARS AGO

"Kids love swim team and the Crozet PARC YMCA pool." "Coach Kandi and golf at Old Trail."
"Running, fishing, and exploring on the trails." ... a few of the things my kids said.


Angie 
Ashby 

Angie Ashby Rutherford

2 YEARS AGO

"There are so many awesome playgrounds!"


Mary 
Lyman

Mary Lyman

2 YEARS AGO

"Because we have lots of room around here. I like our mountain and we have mudhouse." 7 years
old. "Because there are lots of friends here." 4 years old.
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Jennie 
Lafferty 

Jennie Lafferty More

2 YEARS AGO

" I like the crozet pool and sledding at Mint Springs. Dancing whenever I want" Other little
person: " I like parades. I love our big back yard. The library! !!"


Kari 
Burr 

Kari Burr Hanson

2 YEARS AGO

Peachtree Baseball!


Dana 
Adams

Dana Adams

2 YEARS AGO

"We can walk to everything. And my school (Brownsville)."- my 8 year old.


Karen 
Klick 

Karen Klick Reifenberger

2 YEARS AGO

My sons like being able to bike everywhere, the Crozet library, and Crozet PARC.


RealCrozetVARealCrozetVA

2 YEARS AGO

Fantastic answers, so far! Thanks! I'm going to put this up on the blog today .. the answers truly
highlight so many of the reasons that I have loved raising kids in Crozet.
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